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 NETWORK SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

These Uniform Terms and Conditions form part of, and are incorporated by reference into, the 

Master Procurement Agreement or the Network Solutions and Services Agreement (in either 

case as applicable, the “Agreement”) between Activo and Customer. The capitalized terms used 

in these Uniform Terms and Conditions have the meaning ascribed to them in the Agreement. 

Activo may add to, remove, modify or otherwise change from time to time any part of these 

Uniform Terms and Conditions in whole or in part. Any such additions, removals, modifications 

or changes shall be effective immediately upon notice to Customer, which may be given by any 

means including electronic or conventional mail. If any such change has a material adverse 

effect on Customer, Customer shall immediately notify Activo. Customer’s failure to notify 

Activo of its objection to the change within five days of Activo’s delivery of notice to Customer 

or Customer’s continued use of any Services provided under the Agreement will constitute 

Customer’s acceptance of such additions, removals, modifications or changes. 

 

Service Level Objectives and Specifications: All Services under the Services Schedule will be 

provisioned in accordance with the Service Level Objectives (the “SLOs”) indicated in the table 

below. There are no SLO’s or guarantees associated with any Internet, PRI or DID Services. 

Customer acknowledges and agrees that Activo has no obligation to monitor any third party 

delivered element or component of Internet, PRI or DID Services, and Customer accepts these 

Services without any warranty whatsoever, including any express or implied warranty of fitness 

for purpose, merchantability, availability or reliability of the Internet, PRI or DID Services. Activo 

will use commercially reasonable efforts to provide the Services specified above in the Services 

Schedule in accordance with the SLOs. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this 

Agreement or the Services Schedule, failure of Activo to provide the Services specified in the 

Services Schedule in accordance with the above SLOs shall not constitute a default under this 

Agreement and Activo shall not be liable to pay to the Customer any credits, penalties or 

damages for Activo’s failure to meet such SLOs; provided however, that in the event of a 

consistent failure to meet or achieve such SLOs, Activo shall, upon request by the Customer, 

investigate the failure and advise the Customer of what actions, if any, Activo will undertake to 

minimize such failures in the future. 
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Service  Repair Coverage  Availability  Mean Time To Resolution  (MTTR) 

Ethernet –ADSL / SDSL 8:00am – 5:00pm, Everyday  SLO Objective 99.7%/month 24 hours 

Ethernet –Fibre 24 Hours, Everyday SLO Objective 99.7%/month 2 hours urban / 4 hours other 

Ethernet –Copper 24 Hours, Everyday SLO Objective 99.7%/month 2 hours urban / 4 hours other 

WAN PVC Services  24 Hours, Everyday SLO Objective 99.7%/month 2 hours urban / 4 hours other 

Voice PRI or Analogue 24 Hours, Everyday SLO Objective 99.7%/month 2 hours urban / 4 hours other 

 

 SERVICE CLASS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 

 

Transparent LANs or LAN Extension Services With or Without Internet 

 

Activo provided service level objectives are defined under the following Service Classifications: 

 

Class 1: ADSL - (With or Without Internet Transit) 

 

“ADSL” provides an asymmetric service level speed objective of approximately 6.0 mbps 

downstream and 800 kbps upstream. Because this service is distance dependant – no actual 

speed objective is provided or guaranteed. This service level is available as a private network or 

with Internet Services. 

 

A UBR (Unspecified Bit Rate) for Best Effort delivery with defined shaping level is used. 

 

The underlying Transport service provided by the Telco (which includes ATM and Ethernet) 

includes the overheads (headers and trailers) associated with the transport service.  The 

CUSTOMER accepts that such overheads reduce the effective burst and sustained throughput 

available for the data of the CUSTOMER. 

 

Bandwidth in this service class in not guaranteed since it is dependent on third part variables 

such as available Third party transport; distance from the Telco provided central office and 

other conditions that are beyond the control of Activo. 

 

Class 2: SDSL (With or Without Internet Transit) 

 

“SDSL” provides a symmetric service level speed objective of approximately 1.5 mbps 

downstream and 1.5 mbps upstream. Because this service is distance dependant – no actual 

speed objective is provided or guaranteed. This service level is available as a private network or 

with Internet Services. 

 

A UBR (Unspecified Bit Rate) for Best Effort delivery with defined shaping level is used. 
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The underlying Transport service provided by the Telco (which includes ATM and Ethernet) 

includes the overheads (headers and trailers) associated with the transport service.  The 

CUSTOMER accepts that such overheads reduce the effective burst and sustained throughput 

available for the data of the CUSTOMER. 

 

Bandwidth in this service class in not guaranteed since it is dependent on third part variables 

such as available Third party transport; distance from the Telco provided central office and 

other conditions that are beyond the control of Activo. 

 

Class 3: E10 / E100 (With or Without Internet Transit) 

 

A “E10” or “E100” Noted Service Level Connection Speed Connection speed represents the 

speed of a connection and does not represent a guarantee of available end-to-end bandwidth. 

A service level marked with E10 or E100 depicts a Class 3 circuit and it is this class of circuit that 

is used as a default configuration for all Internet Services. It provides for a Telco provided Fibre 

Optic Access (Fibre Loop connecting the customer site to our Internet Point of Presence) as well 

as a Telco provided Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVC). For A E10 or E100 service, a UBR 

(Unspecified Bit Rate) for Best Effort delivery with defined shaping level is used. 

 

The underlying Transport service provided by the Telco (which includes ATM and Ethernet) 

includes the overheads (headers and trailers) associated with the transport service.  The 

CUSTOMER accepts that such overheads reduce the effective burst and sustained throughput 

available for the data of the CUSTOMER. 

 

Class 4: E10 / E100 Premium (With or Without Internet Transit) 

 

A “E10 Premium” or “E100 Premium” Noted Service Level Connection Speed Connection speed 

represents the speed of a connection and does not represent a guarantee of available end-to-

end bandwidth. It provides for a over provisioned Telco provided Fibre Optic Access (Fibre Loop 

connecting the customer site to our Internet Point of Presence) as well as an over provisioned 

Telco provided Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVC). For A E10 or E100 service, a UBR (Unspecified 

Bit Rate) for Best Effort delivery with defined shaping level is used but sized accordingly to 

provide 100% of the specified bandwidth quoted while taking transport overheads into 

consideration. 

 

The underlying Transport service provided by the Telco (which includes ATM and Ethernet) 

includes the overheads (headers and trailers) associated with the transport service.  The 

CUSTOMER accepts that such overheads reduce the effective burst and sustained throughput 

available for the data of the CUSTOMER. 
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Class 5: E10 / E100 Private (Dedicated) (With or Without Internet Transit) 

 

A “E10 Private” or “E100 Private” Noted Service Level Connection Speed Connection speed 

represents the speed of a connection and does not represent a guarantee of available end-to-

end bandwidth. It provides for a Private (Dedicated) Telco provided Fibre Optic Access (Fibre 

Loop connecting the customer site to our Internet Point of Presence) as well as a Private 

(Dedicated)  Telco provided Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVC). For A E10 or E100 service, a 

Private (Dedicated)  for dedicated delivery with defined shaping level is used but does not take 

transport overheads into consideration. 

 

The underlying Transport service provided by the Telco (which includes ATM and Ethernet) 

includes the overheads (headers and trailers) associated with the transport service.  The 

CUSTOMER accepts that such overheads reduce the effective burst and sustained throughput 

available for the data of the CUSTOMER. 

 

 TESTING TOOLS 

 

The Activo Internet Core has been designed and engineered to have sufficient Interfaces with 

upstream provider(s) to accommodate users of our network. Every attempt is made to have 

sufficient standby capacity using industry accepted over-subscription methods in order to 

accommodate the Internet that has been provisioned under this service class.  

 

There are many sites on the Internet that offer Internet speed tests and  broadband speed tests 

can be performed using various methods.  Some sites use standard information provided by 

basic tests and then make an approximate guess as to what your current speed is.  Other's may 

manufacture or impact the resulting numbers by using factors because their site might not have 

enough local native bandwidth to provide accurate results. It is important to note that 

measurement of effective throughput is only available using Activo provided testing methods.  

The results of these tools, either our own or third party will not be used to validate available 

bandwidth. 

 

 RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF SERVICES 

 

Customer shall not: 

  

1. resell or distribute any Services without obtaining written consent from Activo; 

2. re-arrange, disconnect, remove or otherwise tamper with Activo’s equipment or 

facilities; 

3. use the names of Activo or its subsidiaries for any external marketing purposes 

whatsoever without prior written consent; 
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4. use the Services to invade another person’s privacy; unlawfully use, possess, post, 

transmit or disseminate obscene, profane or pornographic material; post, transmit, 

distribute or disseminate content which is unlawful, threatening, harassing, abusive,  

5. libelous, slanderous, defamatory or otherwise offensive or objectionable; unlawfully 

promote or incite hatred; or post, transmit or disseminate objectionable information, 

including without limitation any transmissions constituting or encouraging conduct that 

would constitute a criminal offence, give rise to civil liability, or otherwise violate any 

municipal, provincial, federal or international law, order or regulation; 

6. use the Services to access any computer systems, software, data, or any confidential, 

copyright protected or patent protected material of any other person, without the 

knowledge and consent of such person, make unauthorized attempts to gain access to 

any account or computer resource not belonging to Customer (i.e. engage in spoofing), 

or otherwise gain unauthorized access to, alter, or destroy any information of another 

person by any means or device; 

7. use the Services to upload, post, publish, deface, modify, transmit, reproduce, or 

distribute in any way, information, software or other material which is protected by 

copyright, or other proprietary right, or related derivative works, without obtaining 

permission of the copyright owner or right holder; 

8. disrupt Activo backbone network nodes or network services, nor directly or indirectly 

use the Services to restrict, inhibit or otherwise interfere with the ability of any other 

person to use or enjoy the use of the Services or the Internet, including without 

limitation, posting or transmitting any information or software which contains a virus, 

lock, key, bomb, worm, trojan horse or other harmful or debilitating feature; 

9. send unsolicited e-mail that causes complaints from the recipients of such unsolicited 

email (i.e. engage in spamming), nor send large quantities of unwanted or unsolicited e-

mail to individual e-mail accounts (i.e. engage in mail bombing), including without 

limitation, commercial advertising and informational announcements; 

10. obtain or attempt to obtain Services by any means or device with intent to avoid 

payment. 

11. knowingly engage in any activities that will cause a denial of service to any Activo 

customers or end-users, including without limitation, synchronized number sequence 

<SYN> attacks; or 

12. facilitate, aid or encourage any of the above activities, whether using Activo’s network 

or service by itself or via a third party’s network or service. 

 

*** End*** 
 
 


